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In 1909 Fritz Haber made a discovery
that would change the world. Using a
catalyst of solid iron mixed with a few

other substances, he could break atmo -
spheric nitrogen into its constituent atoms
and combine them with hydrogen to
produce ammonia, which in turn could
be made into urea and other fertilizers.
In the century that followed, agricultural
productivity increased severalfold, and
Earth’s population became more food se-
cure despite more than quadrupling. Al-
though synthetic fertilizer wasn’t the
only factor to contribute to that improve-
ment, it was an important one.

Industrial surface catalysis—now ex-
tended to many more reactions—is a
messy process. The catalytic surfaces are
rough and irregular, and hot reactant
molecules jostle one another as they zip
around in all directions. Catalysts and
reaction conditions, therefore, have o!en
been chosen mainly by trial and error,
without much real understanding of
how the reactions actually work.

To facilitate the rational design of new
catalysts, chemical physicists typically
start by simplifying the reactions: The
craggy catalysts and pressurized reaction
vessels in a chemical plant are replaced
with smooth crystalline surfaces and rar-
efied atmospheres in the lab. Those ex-
periments have yielded important find-
ings, including the detailed mechanism
of the Haber process, part of the body of
work for which Gerhard Ertl was awarded
a Nobel Prize in 2007 (see PHYSICS TODAY,
December 2007, page 14, and the article
by Ertl and Hans-Joachim Freund, PHYSICS
TODAY, January 1999, page 32). But the
need remains to be"er replicate the com-
plexity of real-world conditions.

Rainer Beck, of the Swiss Federal In-
stitute of Technology in Lausanne, and
his colleagues are bridging the materials
gap between lab and plant by studying
the dissociative adsorption of methane
on the (211) crystal face of platinum. Sim-
ilar to industrial catalysts but unlike the
(100) and (111) surfaces o!en used in lab
experiments, Pt(211)’s surface sites aren’t
all equivalent. Previously, experiments
could measure only the average reaction
output of the whole surface. But earlier

this year, Beck and company showed that
they could separately probe the catalytic
activity of each type of site.1

Now they’ve added a new layer 
of complexity.2 By replacing CH4 with
deuterated methane, CH3D, they’ve in-
troduced the possibility of more than one
dissociation reaction: The bond that
breaks could be either C–H or C–D. Beck
and colleagues disentangled the compli-
cated relationship between reaction site,
reactant speed, and reaction products to
paint a picture of a surface reaction in
unprecedented detail.

Quantum control
The new work is part of an ongoing ef-
fort to control every aspect of a surface
reaction, including the kinetic energy

and quantum state of the reactant species.
The reactants are introduced to the sur-
face not as a uniform gas but in a molec-
ular beam whose speed can be tuned
and whose passage through an IR laser
beam can excite specific molecular vibra-
tions. The desirability of such control in
experiments on CH4 dissociation came to
light in the early 2000s in experiments 
by the groups of Beck and Arthur Utz at
Tu!s University.3 Vibrationally excited
molecules were more likely to dissociate
than fast-moving molecules with the
same amount of energy. How that vibra-
tional energy is partitioned among dif-
ferent normal modes also had a signifi-
cant effect.

Quantum state preparation can even
steer a surface reaction toward a particular
set of products. For instance, when CH3D
is prepared in a state in which the C–H
bonds vibrate strongly but the C–D bond

FIGURE 1. WHEN DEUTERATED METHANE, CH3D, strikes the (211) surface of platinum, 
either a C–H or a C–D bond can break. Which bond breaks depends on the molecule’s
speed, quantum state, and whether the molecule is adsorbed on a step (orange) or terrace
(blue) surface site. Passing the molecules through an IR laser beam (red) excites them to a
vibrational quantum state with a preference for C–H fission. (Courtesy of Rainer Beck.)

Vibrational spectroscopy dissects a surface reaction
When a metal surface catalyzes a chemical process, each
surface atom’s local environment matters.



does not, the molecule exhibits a strong
preference for C–H bond dissociation.4

Such control over the outcome of a
chemical process, although appealing, is
not of any immediate practical conse-
quence. Chemical plants aren’t set up to
use lasers to prepare their reactants in
specific quantum states. But the results
can offer important insights into how the
reaction works. 

One of the simplest ways to describe
a chemical process is with statistical rate
theory. In that approach, both the overall
reactivity and the branching ratio between
different reaction outcomes depend only
on the reactant’s total energy, not its spe-
cific quantum state. When statistical rate
theory fails to describe a reaction well,
more complicated models are required,
and they’ll need to be benchmarked with
experimental data.

Site resolution
To monitor the surface reactions, Beck
and company use reflection absorption
IR spectroscopy (RAIRS), a nondestruc-
tive technique to identify surface-bound
species from their resonant vibrational
frequencies. The bonds of adsorbed CH3,
for example, vibrate at different frequen-
cies than those of CH2D. And curiously,
an experiment conducted by Beck’s for-
mer postdoc Helen Chadwick showed
that on Pt(211), CH3 itself had a measur-
ably different vibrational spectrum de-
pending on where on the surface it was
located.1 The C–H stretching frequency
on the terrace sites (blue in figure 1) is

about 15 cm−1 lower than on step sites 
(orange); the corner sites (white) don’t in-
duce any measurable dissociation at all.

The precise reason for the frequency
shi! is a bit of a mystery. “We know that
it’s due to differences in the weakening,
or so!ening, of the C–H bonds,” says Beck.
“Apparently, the so!ening for CH3 is less
strong on the steps than on the terraces.”
But that’s not a general phenomenon.
Carbon monoxide, in fact, shows the op-
posite effect, with higher vibrational fre-
quencies on the terraces than on the steps.
That difference remains unexplained.

Whatever the cause, the Lausanne re-
searchers have put the shi! to good use.
By monitoring the vibrational spectrum
of the whole surface and resolving it into
site-specific components, they measured
the catalytic activity of each type of site.
Qualitatively, the results were no surprise:
The more-exposed step sites are more ac-
tive than the less exposed terrace sites.
But the RAIRS experiments allowed the
researchers to go beyond that simple de-
scription and study the sites in quantita-
tive detail: measuring the energetic bar-
rier to reaction on each type of site, for
example, or looking for other depen -
dencies on CH4 speed or quantum state
that might not be obvious from surface-
averaged measurements.

The power of site-resolved measure-
ments is made clear in the new deuter-
ated-methane experiments performed by
Beck’s student Ana Gutiérrez-González.2

Even when CH3D is prepared in a quan-
tum state optimized for C–H dissocia-
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FIGURE 2. VIBRATIONAL
SPECTRA of the surface-
bound products of deuterated-
methane dissociation for four
values of the reactant kinetic
energy. The spectra can 
distinguish CH3 and CH2D 
reaction products on the 
step (orange in figure 1) 
and terrace (blue) sites of 
the platinum surface, and
they reveal that each reaction
outcome has a different 
energy dependence.
(Adapted from ref. 2.)
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tion, the product selectivity is not total,
and its completeness depends on the ki-
netic energy of the molecular beam. On
Pt(211), the steps and terraces each show
their own energy-dependent product
branching, as shown in figure 2. At the
lowest kinetic energies, only the steps are
catalytically active, and the vast majority
of reactions are C–H fission to form
CH2D. At progressively higher energies
C–D fission on steps, C–H fission on ter-
races, and C–D fission on terraces also
contribute. At the highest energies, the
branching ratio of C–H to C–D fission, de-
duced from the areas under the spectro-

scopic peaks, approaches 3:1, the expected
value for a nonselective reaction.

Figuring out what the results mean
for the reaction mechanism will require
an intense theoretical effort. The very fact
that quantum states are important to the
reaction outcome means that the disso-
ciation can’t be described by a simple
model; rather, theoreticians must simu-
late the detailed quantum trajectories of
the molecules striking the surface. The
Lausanne experimenters are working
with several theory groups to convert
their results into more accurate reaction
models, with the ultimate goal being a

predictive understanding of surface re-
actions on complex catalysts. And to bet-
ter mimic the complexity of industrial
catalysts, they’re extending their experi-
ments to Pt(531), whose steps are zigzag
shaped.

Johanna Miller
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When a laptop or cell phone heats up
from overuse, it’s not just uncom-
fortable for the user. That excess

heat also damages the circuitry and re-
duces the device’s performance, energy
efficiency, and life span. As modern elec-
tronic components are made smaller, their
resistance rises. Heat dissipation has be-
come a critical technological challenge
for next-generation items, including mi-
croprocessors and integrated circuits,
LEDs, and high-powered RF products.

Materials with high thermal conduc-
tivity help dissipate heat and improve
the performance and reliability of those
devices. However, developing a passive
cooling option that is both cost-effective
and reliable has been difficult. With a
thermal conductivity of 2000 W/m·K, di-
amond is the best-known material for
cooling. But it is expensive, has slow syn-
thesis rates, and is of varying quality. In-
tegrating diamond with silicon and other
industrial semiconductors is also chal-
lenging because those materials have dif-
ferent thermal expansion coefficients.

Among metals, copper has the high-
est thermal conductivity at room temper-
ature, 400 W/m·K, and is commonly used
in industry for dissipating heat in elec-
tronics. Among binary compounds, sili-
con carbide, at 350 W/m·K, is favored for
thermal management in personal elec-
tronics. To control the high-density heat

generated in small, power-hungry de-
vices, however, the ideal material would
have a thermal conductivity at least as
high as diamond’s.

Now three research groups have syn-
thesized boron arsenide (BAs) crystals
that have a thermal conductivity of more

than 1000 W/m·K at room temperature,
exceeding that of all other materials 
except diamond.1–3 BAs still has a long
way to go in terms of size, consistency,
and cost before it could be used in an 
actual device. Nonetheless, the new re-
search vindicates theoretical predictions

The synthesis of low-defect
boron arsenide crystals
could reduce overheating 
in electronic devices.
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FIGURE 1. CONCEPT OF THERMAL MANAGEMENT AND A BORON ARSENIDE CRYSTAL.
This illustration shows a computer chip with a hot spot at the center (bottom). A high ther-
mal conductivity material like BAs could help dissipate the chip’s heat. A transmission elec-
tron microscope image shows the atomically resolved lattices of a BAs crystal grown by
UCLA researchers (middle). The electron diffraction pattern of the BAs crystal gives rise to
clear bright spots, whose symmetry indicates the periodic structure and lack of defects in
the crystal (top). (Image courtesy of Yongjie Hu.)

Semiconductor crystals achieve record thermal conductivity


